HSTAA 308 A: American Indians And The Environment

Meeting Time: TTh 2:00pm - 3:50pm

Location: PAR 120

SLN: 21937

Joint Sections: 2018,winter,AIS,308,A
                2018,winter,ENVIR,308,A

Instructor: Joshua L. Reid

Catalog Description: Examines the historical relationships American Indians have possessed with local environments, with special attention to the ways these peoples have adapted to altered environments and new conditions, including migrations, involvement with markets of exchange, overhunting, dispossession, conservation, and mainstream environmentalism. Offered: jointly with AIS 308/ENVIR 308.

GE Requirements:
Diversity (DIV)
Individuals and Societies (I&S)

Credits: 5.0

Status: Active

Last updated: January 10, 2018 - 9:52pm
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